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Abstract
Biological regulatory networks have evolved “master regulator” genes that often display oscillating expression profiles, showing periodic bursts of activation over time.
While the amplitude of activation is important in controlling cellular behavior, recent
work suggests that the period between bursts of activation is equally significant in determining cellular behavior. Though this phenomenon has been experimentally observed, the advantages that oscillating levels of activation can provide to network-based
learning has not been studied.
We take a Boolean network modeling approach to demonstrate how these oscillations can provide a network-level advantage. First, we characterize how random, dynamical Boolean networks respond when the largest hub node in the network is forced
to oscillate with square wave inputs. We find that oscillating inputs can imprint robust
and novel network-behaviors that vary as a function of the input period. Moreover, we
observe that Boolean networks can simultaneously learn to produce specific target behaviors as a function of different input oscillation periods. We term this network-based
learning strategy resonant learning, as it depends on the propagation of an oscillating
input signal from the master regulator node. We find that evolving random networks
toward a target function with resonant learning leads to convergence over an order of
magnitude quicker than standard evolutionary learning procedures for a similar task.
Our results suggest a compelling evolutionary advantage for the naturally occurring,
observed oscillations in master regulator gene activation.
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1
Introduction

Nature provides a myriad of examples in which complex networks must accomplish well-specified behaviors. This network coordination occurs at a variety of
scales from single-celled bacterial signaling networks, to neuronal circuits, to more macroscopic colonies of ants working together toward behavior. Understanding the dynamics of
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how these large signaling networks can learn to accomplish complex functions is crucial for
designing network-level interventions and could yield insights into collective intelligence.
Inspired by biological examples, we are interested in how a single node, gene, or actor
in a network can coordinate the behavior of the entire network. We turn to a networkmodeling approach to understand the impact that an oscillating gene can exert on the rest
of a large network and the network’s ability to learn different, desired behaviors effectively.
We demonstrate that the behavior of randomly constructed networks can be modulated
by the period of an oscillating hub node. This suggests that the hub node in the network
is capable of imprinting a wide range of behaviors on the network through its oscillations.
Furthermore, we find that Boolean network models are able to learn specified target behaviors more efficiently in the presence of an oscillating input node than without oscillating
inputs using an evolutionary algorithm. We term this new strategy of learning network behaviors coordinated by an input oscillation resonant learning.

1.1 Biological Motivation
While the study of collective behavior is a large field, we are motivated by recent experimental observations in biological systems at the single cell level. Cellular regulatory networks have evolved such that single, “master regulator” genes can control entire downstream cascades of behavior, such as stress response or flagellum biosynthesis in bacteria
[1, 2]. Recently, next generation experimental technologies have enabled us to measure the
expression (activation) of these master regulator genes at a single cell level [3]. Curiously,
experimental findings show that many master regulator genes oscillate over time, rather
than activating with constant expression in order to activate their corresponding behavioral
2

programs [4, 5, 6, 7]. Moreover, the same experiments demonstrate that the period of master regulator oscillations varies in response to changing environments. Thus, the period at
which master regulators oscillate seems to be implicated in generating the correct behavioral
program of the cell.
Specifically, the yeast cell transcription factor Msn2, mammalian transcription factor
p53, bacterial transcription factor σb , and mammalian transcription factor NF-κB have all
been shown to demonstrate oscillating behavior over time that directly regulates behavioral
programs [8, 9, 10, 4]. Martinez-Corral and Garcia-Ojalvo review recent evidence for these
oscillating genes, referring to them as “pulsatile inputs” [11]. More recently, Park et al. show
that this oscillating behavior is present for all central transcription factor genes in bacteria
Bacill

subtil (Figure 1.1) [7]. More recent results from the Cluzel Lab demonstrate sim-

ilar oscillating activation in master regulator genes responsible for flagellum synthesis in
E.coli [6, 5]. Due the large amounts of recurrence and feedback present in biological regulatory networks, we hypothesize that real biological systems may have evolved such that
the entire regulatory network uses the input oscillation to coordinate network behavior. To
better characterize and understand this phenomenon and the advantages it may confer, we
turn to large, in silico Boolean network models.

1.2 Related Work
1.2.1

Boolean Network Modeling

There is a long tradition of using Boolean networks to model biological functions and behaviors. In Boolean networks, N nodes are constructed and each node represents a gene,
gene product, or regulatory factor. While in real world conditions the concentration of
3

Figure 1.1: Park et al. experimentally demonstrate the the ac vity (expression) of central transcrip on factor genes

(σ B , σ M σ W σ X , σ D , σ A ) oscillates over me. Each row depicts the ac va on (expression) for these diﬀerent
genes in Bacillus sub lis over me. The transcrip on factors appear to spike over me, demonstra ng a clear, oscillatory behavior. Reproduced from [7].
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any one of these network nodes is continuous, varying over time, Boolean networks make
the simplifying assumption that the state of any node, σi at a discrete time is Boolean:
σi (t) ∈ {0, 1}. The networks are connected with directed edges, E, such that each node
updates its state for the following time step as a function of all the nodes with which its
connected, giving the network dynamic properties:

σi (t + 1) =f (σj1 (t), σj2 (t), σj3 (t), . . . , σjJ (t)),
s.t. {(σj1 , σi ), (σj2 , σi ), . . . , (σjJ , σi )} ∈ E

While this is an oversimplification of any real world behavior, it has been shown that
these so-called “toy model” networks are capable of mapping a rich variety of biological behaviors. Glass and Kauffman introduced this Boolean network setup to map a variety of
chemical kinetics, and it has since been extended to model a variety of larger systems [12].
Kauffman et al. and Li et al. extended this Boolean network approach to reconstruct models of the Yeast transcriptional network and cell cycle behavior, a model that demonstrated
the robustness of the Yeast cell cycle to perturbations [13, 14]. Similarly, Albert and Othmer used Boolean networks to model Drosophila polarity networks [15, 16]. More recently,
Steinway et al. used Boolean networks to model and infer the strength of community interactions in the gut microbiome [17]. Despite oversimplifying the temporal dynamics of real
world systems, Boolean network models can yield deep insights into the design of biological
systems, giving credence to our approach of using Boolean networks to better understand
network effects of oscillating master regulator genes.

5

1.2.2

Dynamical Behavior

In addition to the use of Boolean networks as a way to map various biological functions,
the dynamics of random instantiations of Boolean networks have also been well-studied
from a mathematical perspective. Specifically, much work has focused on studying a class of
random Boolean networks termed Kauffman Networks, in which the updating rule of the
network is fully specified by a truth table for each node [12]. For Kauffman networks the
function, f , for updating the state of a node in the network,

σi (t + 1) = f (σj1 (t), σj2 (t), σj3 (t), . . . , σjJ (t))
is defined for all possible 2J values that {σj1 , σj2 , . . . , σjJ } can take on. Thus, these networks define a fully deterministic system, such that any initial condition,
σ (0) = {σ1 (0), σ2 (0), . . . , σN (0)}

will always lead to the same state σ (t) at time t. Because of this deterministic behavior and
the finite number of 2N total states that a network with N nodes can take on, the network
will converge on an “attractor cycle,” in which the same series of network states repeat. All
initial conditions of the network, σ (0) that converge on the same attractor cycle define the
“basin of attraction” for a given attractor cycle. We define both the attractor cycle and basin
of attraction with more detail in Chapter 2.
For Kauffman Networks, the size and number of total attractor cycles is largely dependent on average number of directed edges for each node in the network, ⟨K⟩ [18]. Smaller
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average connections ⟨K⟩ define more ordered networks with smaller attractor cycles (cycles with fewer network states). In these ordered networks, small perturbations to an initial
condition of the network tend to lead into the same attractor cycle; we say that ordered
networks are robust to perturbations. As ⟨K⟩ increases, the networks are said to be in a
chaotic regime, in which there are very large attractor cycles. In the chaotic regime of networks, a small perturbation (change) to the initial condition of the network may lead to a
wildly different, uncorrelated attractor cycle [18]. Substantial early work focuses on deriving this “ordered to chaotic phase transition” using an annealed approximation known as
the Derrida Map, which shows that when ⟨K⟩ > 2, the network becomes chaotic [19].
It has been posited that real, biological networks are constructed “on the edge of chaos.”
In this “critical regime,” the dynamics are ordered enough to be robust to small changes,
but chaotic enough to allow for evolution and the emergence of rich behavioral patterns
[20]. We choose to focus this study on random networks constructed in this critical regime.
In addition to the average connectivity, ⟨K⟩, of each node in the network defining the
dynamics, the distribution with which edges are distributed also impacts the dynamics of
the networks. Early work focused on homogeneous networks, in which the probability
of a node having k edges is distributed with a Poisson distribution with mean ⟨K⟩ [21].
On the other hand, there are scale-free networks. While still a topic of debate, much work
suggests that many real-world networks are scale-free [22, 23]. In a scale-free network, the
probability that a node takes on k directed edges (incoming or outgoing depending on the
specification) follows a power law distribution:

p(k) ∝ k −γ
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Consequently, a very small number of nodes in the network take on most of the connections, having a number of edges that far-exceeds the mean. Therefore, the average number
of connections ⟨K⟩ does not define the scale of the network. In scale-free networks too, a
chaotic to ordered phase transition is apparent as the scale-free parameter γ increases, which
is inversely related to ⟨K⟩. This class of scale-free networks has been shown to require less
fine-tuning than the more homogeneous alternative to sustain a set behavior [24]. In this
work, we are motivated by the dynamics of master regulator genes, which map well to hub
nodes in scale-free networks, making scale-free network topologies a reasonable choice for
our study.
1.2.3 Network-based Learning
In addition to concerning ourselves with the dynamic behavior of random Boolean networks, we also ask how easy it is for different classes of Boolean networks to learn a specified target behavior. By target behavior, we mean a time series for a selected output node.
In this set up, we desire that a certain initial condition or set of initial conditions causes a
node in the network to take on a target time series of states once the network has reached an
attractor. This learning can be done using an evolutionary algorithm, in which we successively “mutate” the network by modifying the connections and updating rule such that the
network gets progressively closer to performing the target function.
Learning simulations with Boolean networks have yielded insights into evolutionary
advantages of certain features. Kashtan and Alon demonstrated that modular networks
can spontaneously emerge by varying the target function between learning rounds (as we
might expect happens in nature), suggesting a theory behind observed modularity in real,
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biological networks [25]. Oikonomou and Cluzel used learning simulations to show that
scale-free networks are more adaptable than homogeneous, well-distributed Boolean network topologies [26, 27]. More relevant to this work, Stern observed the effects that “noisy
inputs” can have on the network’s ability to learn [28]. He showed that Boolean networks
are able to integrate predictably noisy environmental cues, whereas when the input to the
network is unpredictable over learning generations, the networks quickly learn to exclude
the input in order to achieve the target behavior. Stern suggests that many biological systems have evolved to ignore various environmental factors, only integrating reliable signals
[28].
1.2.4

Oscillating Inputs

Some work has recently investigated how oscillatory inputs, often referred to as “frequencymodulated” signals, can be interpreted in small circuit settings. Gao et al. consider what
small subnetwork motifs could decode complex temporal signals, and Rue et al. observe
how individual nodes in Boolean networks are capable of relaying the frequency of an incoming temporal signal [29, 30]. However, no work to date has attempted to view the
effect of oscillatory input signals generally across large Boolean networks or on network
evolution.
From a control perspective, existing work in the literature has focused on how small perturbations to the initial condition of a network can be used to ‘save’ the network. Cornelius
et al. demonstrate a strategy to guide a network toward a desired state when only a small
set of accessible nodes in the network can be modified, parallel to real world settings such as
therapeutic design, when only a subset of genes or gene products can be drugged effectively
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[31]. However, their work and most previous work consider only the effect of single-time
perturbations to the initial condition. Very little has been done in the way of exploring
how large networks respond to oscillatory inputs, which we can consider as a form of timedependent perturbations applied to a single node in the network. We hypothesize that by
forcing single nodes to oscillate periodically, rather than administering a single-time perturbation to the initial condition of the network, we can guide networks to more desirable
behavior with access to an even smaller subset of network nodes.

1.3 Summary of Results
We depart from a paradigm in traditional Boolean network modeling that focuses narrowly
on the effects of perturbations to the initial condition of the network. Instead, we consider
periodic perturbations to the hub node in the form of input oscillations. Furthermore,
we provide in silico evidence for how these oscillatory inputs can enable networks to learn
multiple different behaviors, using only a single node as input and the resonance of this
input across the rest of the network. We show that networks coordinated by single, hub
node oscillations are able to learn multiple behaviors as a function of the input period more
efficiently than networks that evolve to learn multiple behaviors as a function of static input conditions. Thus, we offer an explanation for the evolutionary-benefits that oscillating
master regulator genes can provide to large and complex regulatory networks.

10

2
Network Model

2.1 Dynamical Behavior
As described in Chapter 1, we define Boolean networks with N nodes, {σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN }.
Each node takes on a Boolean state at every time step, t: σi (t) ∈ {0, 1}. While each node
does not have a true physical meaning, we can think of each node as mapping to some unspecified gene in a biological network. A 0 state for a node at time t, σi (t) = 0, indicates
11

that this node (gene) is inactive, OFF ; likewise, a 1 state, σi (t) = 1, indicates that that this
node is active, ON. Because this Boolean network system is discrete, the network has 2N
total network states that it can visit. We loosely refer to the set of states through which the
network progresses as the “behavior” of the network. Furthermore, we refer to the starting
state of the network in any simulation, σ (0) as the initial condition of the network.
We study a specific class of Boolean networks, known as Boolean threshold networks, a
subset of Kauffman networks described in Chapter 1. Still deterministic, Boolean threshold
networks update based on an additive rule and simple, threshold activation function, which
we show in Figure 2.1A. We define our updating rule for our network such that the state of
any node at the next time step is determined by the dot product between the weights of incoming connections and the state of the nodes from which they come. If this dot product
is greater than the threshold (0), the target node is ON in the next time step, and if the dot
product is less than the threshold, the target node is OFF state in the next time step. Additionally, if the total incoming weight for a node is equal to the threshold, the node’s state
does not change in the next time step. Each directed edge in the network from node σj to
node σi is given a weight wi,j drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval [−1, 1].
Because the rule is additive, each weight thus exerts either an inhibitory or activating effect on its target node with varying strength. The influences of the weights are therefore
included in the updating rule only if the source node is in the ON state. Boolean threshold networks require significantly less memory overhead than Kauffman networks, only
requiring us to store the sparse edge weights, O(N 2 ), instead of a full truth table, O(2N ),
required to define a Kauffman network. Furthermore, there is precedent to use Boolean
threshold networks to tractably simulate larger networks than would be possible with
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Kauffman networks [32, 26].

2.2 Network Topology
We choose to focus solely on scale-free network topologies described in Chapter 1. As described, these networks follow a distribution, such that the out-degree of any node has
power-law probability p(k) of having k outgoing connections: p(k) ∝ k −γ (Figure 2.1B).
Our reasons for focusing on scale-free network topologies are two-fold. First, we are interested in mapping biological systems in which a master regulator gene is able to coordinate an entire system of behavior. Scale-free networks are specified such that they have few
hub nodes with many connections, making this an ideal map. Because we are interested in
situations in which one node can control the rest of the network – instead of many nodes
controlling one node – we choose to generate networks in which only the out-degree of
each node follows a power-law distribution (Appendix 6.1.1).
In addition to the parallel between hub nodes and master regulator genes, previous work
has shown that scale-free networks evolve more efficiently toward a target function than
their homogeneous equivalents, which makes scale-free networks ideal candidates to explore evolutionary dynamics [26, 27].

2.3 Phase Transition
For a given size of the network, N , the dynamics of the network can be tuned by the sparsity of edges in the network. For scale-free networks, the sparsity is controlled by the scalefree parameter γ. Lower scale-free parameters, γ < 2.0 yield more dense networks and
higher scale free parameters, γ > 2.0 generate more sparsely connected networks. More
13

Figure 2.1: A. Upda ng rule: We graphically deﬁne our upda ng rule for all nodes in the network. B. Power law
distribu on: The number of outgoing connec ons, K , that each node has follows a power law distribu on p(k).

In a log-log scale, this power law is a straight line, such that the slope of the line is equal to the scale free parameter
γ . High magnitudes of γ give steeper slopes and consequently more sparse networks. C. Chao c to ordered phase
transi on: Using networks of size N = 1000, we plot the asympto c hamming distance ⟨h(t)⟩ against the scale
free parameter of the networks γ . For each γ , we average h(t) from me t1 = 1000 to t2 = 2000. We average
this quan ty over 20 diﬀerent networks at each value of γ for 5 diﬀerent ini al and perturbed condi ons for each
network. A clear phase transi on begins around γ = 2.0, indica ng a cri cal regime. Addi onally, in prepara on
for work in the rest of this paper, we choose to recalculate ⟨h(t)⟩ with simula ons in which the most well-connected
hub node in the network is held constant or forced to update with a square wave over me. Even when the period,
T , of these square wave inputs changes, the phase transi on remains.
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dense scale-free networks are said to be chaotic, such that small perturbations to the initial
condition of the network will percolate across the network and drastically affect the trajectory of the networks’ states through time. On the other hand, sparser scale-free networks
are said to be ordered, such that small perturbations to the initial conditions of the network
remain local. In ordered networks, the state of network beginning from a perturbed initial
condition is highly correlated through time with the state of the network beginning from
an unperturbed initial condition.
Thus, as γ increases, the network undergoes a chaotic to ordered phase transition. This
phase transition has been analytically calculated in the case of Kauffman networks [12, 24].
However, because we are concerned with Boolean threshold networks that exhibit slightly
different dynamics, we seek to approximate this chaotic to ordered phase transition. We
do this with a simulation-based approximation of the Derrida Map by measuring the hamming distance between two trajectories of the network beginning from similar initial conditions. We generate many networks at each value of γ and several random initial conditions
σ (0) for each network. We make a copy of each random initial conditions and perturb (i.e.
σi (0) = ¬σi (0)) a small fraction of the nodes, d = 0.05. We measure the average hamming distance between the unperturbed initial conditions, σ (0), and the perturbed initial
conditions, σ
e (0):
h(t) =

N
1 ∑
|σi (t) − σ
ei (t)|
N i=1

We calculate the asymptotic hamming distance by averaging h(t) from time t1 = 1000
to time t2 = 2000, which is sufficient for networks of size N = 1000 to arrive at a steady
state hamming distance h(t). We find results confirming the literature that an ordered to
chaotic phase transition begins at roughly γ = 2.0, which indicates a critical regime of
15

the network (Figure 2.1C) [32]. We note that we expect completely uncorrelated network
states in chaotic networks after a small perturbation, which would yield a hamming distance ⟨h(t)⟩ = 0.5. Instead, in these Boolean threshold networks, we find an asymptotic
hamming distance ⟨h(t)⟩ ≈ 0.2, consitent with Zañudo et al. [32]. We suggest that this artifact is due to the presence of a substantial number of “frozen” nodes in the network. The
states of these nodes are locked in some initial condition regardless of the behavior of the
network at large. We address this in Appendix 6.2.
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3
Oscillating Network Inputs

Recent work shows that Boolean networks with simple rules are capable of performing sophisticated input-output signal transformations,
usually associated with more complex electrical systems [30]. In this chapter, we focus on
these input-output signal transformations by analyzing the dynamics of random Boolean
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threshold networks in the presence of oscillating inputs.
Rue et al. showed complex input-output transformations in Boolean networks constructed to match the topology of the Human fibroblast signal transduction networks.
Their network is more feed-forward than our recurrent networks with 130 internal nodes,
9 input nodes and 6 different output nodes. They found that oscillating individual input
nodes with a set period causes the output nodes to oscillate with a similar period over time.
Their network model relayed the input signal to the output nodes. However, they also observed that the network was able to act as a more complex filter on the input signal. For
instance, certain output nodes only oscillated with the same period as the input for low period inputs and other output nodes only oscillated with the same period as the input for
high period inputs. They conclude that the fibroblast network has evolved such that certain
nodes acted as either high or low pass filters on the input signal [30].
We begin with a similar line of investigation, isolating the dynamics of single nodes in
response to input oscillations. Because it is difficult to reconstruct large, real biological networks with proper weights or topologies, we use large, random scale-free networks of size
N = 1000 nodes. Instead of choosing multiple input nodes, we consider the input node
in all our networks to be the largest hub in the network, σhub , the node with the most outgoing connections. Additionally, we describe different input oscillations by the period of
oscillation, T . We use standard, square waves as input such that the time series for our input node oscillating with period T follows the rule:

σhub (t) =




0,

if ⌊t/T ⌋ mod 2 = 0



1,

if ⌊t/T ⌋ mod 2 = 1
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3.1 Node-resolution Responses
We find that the time series of individual nodes in our random networks can be directly
modulated by the input period of oscillation. Given that T only defines the rate at which
σhub switches between 0 and 1 states, we find this surprising.
To visualize this effect, we probe the response of single nodes in the network to different
input periods T . That is, we allow a network to update over many time steps, under the
restriction that σhub oscillates. This gives a discrete time series for each node σi in the network, {σi (0), σi (1), . . . , σi (t)}. To measure the response of downstream node σi in the
network, we take the power spectral density (Appendix 6.1.3) of the time series associated
with σi , decomposing the time series into its frequency domain. Thus, we are able to see
to what degree downstream nodes pick up the same or different frequencies as the input
oscillation. We show how one specific scale-free network is able to convert the input period
T for σhub into the downstream behavior of an individual node (Figure 3.1B). This network
was constructed randomly with parameters N = 1000 and γ = 1.9, and we select an output node that displays varied behavior as a function of the input period. For input period
T = 10, the output node’s time series is composed of the same frequencies as the input
node and some other resonant frequencies. However, for another input period T = 8,
the output node responds with power at non-resonant frequencies, even responding with
lower frequencies (longer periods) of oscillation than the input node. For clarity, we define resonant frequencies in the network as multiples of the input oscillation frequency,
N0 = finput =

1
.
T

We can convert any resonant frequency back to the time domain by

inverting it, giving resonant periods. For period T = 10, the input frequency is N0 = 0.1,
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and a resonant frequency is 5N0 = 0.5, which corresponds to a resonant period Tres = 2.
We see that the period of input oscillation on the hub node is able to imprint different
downstream behaviors on the output node. In this example network, we find that most
nodes in the network are responding to the oscillating input with resonant periods, not just
the selected output. We depict the power spectra for all non-frozen nodes with a heatmap
in Figure 3.1C. While many nodes are imprinted with resonant frequencies, there is still variance between the individual time series of each node in the network. The input oscillation
syncs the timescale of the network but does not make the output signals uniform.

3.2 Network-resolution Responses
After observing that individual nodes respond as a function of different input periods, we
ask if we can observe other behaviors when we consider the state of the system at a network
level resolution, σ (t).
As described previously, when allowed to update freely from some initial condition, our
networks will fall on deterministic attractor cycles. These attractor cycles are simply collections of network states that repeat (See Appendix 6.1.2). These attractor cycles can be single
points (cycles with only one state such that σ (t) = σ (t + 1)), or they may contain multiple states. We consider attractor cycles to define the overall behavior of the network, and
we ask how the set of all attractors for a network – the attractor landscape – changes in the
presence of oscillating inputs.
We first specify a baseline of comparison. Namely, because the oscillating inputs involve
switching between the 0 and 1 state of the hub node, we consider as a baseline the set of
all attractors when the hub node of a network is blocked, made to stay constant, either in
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Figure 3.1: A. Example network: We select the largest hub node in the example network (N = 200) as input
(blue). We consider how certain downstream nodes in the network (e.g. red) respond. B. Single Node Frequency
Response: We show the power vs. frequency of a single node’s me series for the input node (top) and a randomly
selected downstream, output node (bo om). We note that the frequency here is directly related to the period, (T =
1
f ). The responses exhibit both higher and lower frequencies than the input signal due to the network feedback.

In this case, when the blue signal frequency (T = 8) is imposed by the environment, the network translates the
input to produce diﬀerent frequency modes with a lower frequency (longer period) than the input. On the other
hand, when the red input frequency mode (T = 10) is imposed by the input, the downstream node only picks
up higher, resonant frequencies than the input node. We show the corresponding me domain sequences in the
Appendix Figure 6.1A. C. Input-output rela onship for all nodes in network: We take this same network and observe
the frequency response of all non-frozen nodes (rows) in the network when the input is oscillated with a frequency
(top) of f = 0.1, equivalent to T = 10. We show the input square wave above the input power spectra for clarity.
We label each frequency band as a func on of the main input frequency mode, N0 = f = 0.1, showing resonance
in the network. We repeat this procedure for input T = 8 in Appendix Figure 6.1B.
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the 0 or 1 state. That is, we can sample many different initial conditions for a given network and force σhub (t) = const. The network states and the progression they take over
time defines the reference basins of attraction for a given network. Each network state will
eventually converge upon an attractor cycle in this baseline reference scheme, and we can
quantify how far away each network state is from its corresponding attractor as the number of time steps it takes to arrive at an attractor cycle. We call this the “height” of any given
network state. In this scheme, the network states that are part of attractor cycles are considered to have height 0. The effect of oscillating the input node becomes analogous to forcing
the network to bounce back and forth between these baseline attractor landscapes defined
when the network has a constant input.
Interestingly enough, when we add input oscillations to our network on σhub , we find
that we imprint new attractor cycles, composed from the periphery of the reference basins
of attraction (Figure 3.2 A). That is, when the hub node is forced to oscillate, the network
converges upon attractor cycles that have non-zero average “height,” as defined above.
For these networks, we wonder if there is a natural limit to the length of the period that
will continue to generate new attractor cycles with non-zero height. If the period of switching σhub between the ON and OFF states is long enough, the network will naturally fall on
the same attractors as if σhub were blocked at ON and OFF states respectively; no new attractor cycle behavior will be reached. To probe this natural limit for generating new attractor behavior for a given network, we simulate a random initial condition and block the input in the OFF (ON ) state. We allow the network to navigate into an attractor cycle. Then,
we switch the input hub node to the ON (OFF ) state and measure the relaxation time to
reach an attractor cycle for this new hub state. We average this over 1000 different networks
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and initial conditions for each γ. We consider this relaxation time to be the upper limit on
the period of switching between input states to generate new behavior (Figure 3.2B). As
shown by the horizontal lines, a period of T = 8 is the natural upper bound of an input
oscillation period capable of imprinting new behavior in ordered networks (γ = 3.0). We
find a natural limit of T = 40, corresponding to more chaotic networks (γ = 1.7). Any
periods greater than these effective periods will yield no new behavior, as the network will
reach the same, 0, height attractor states regardless of how long the period is.
We catalogue statistically how different the new attractor cycles are from the reference
attractor cycles by generating networks at different values of γ and oscillating σhub at different input periods. We measure the average “height” of the network states in the new attractor cycle that the network converges upon with respect to the baseline attractor landscape.
As expected, when γ is higher and the networks are more ordered, the networks converge
on attractor cycles with height 0, whereas more chaotic networks have more novel attractor
cycles composed of network states with greater heights (Figure 3.2C).
We further test this principle to see if the newly generated attractors are in fact novel with
respect to each other. That is, behavior would be uninteresting if we oscillated the input
node at two separate periods and came to attractors that incorporated the same network
states. We measure the overlap between the network states in attractor cycles generated by
input periods of T = 4 and T = 6. We find that if the networks are not deep in the ordered regime (γ < 3.0), there are attractor cycle network states unique to the input period,
even with similar periods. This further confirms that the input period can imprint unique
network-level behaviors (Figure 3.3A). We show a visualization of what this attractor landscape can look like in Figure 3.3D, with each circle representing the network state at a given
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Figure 3.2: A. Oscilla ng inputs create new a ractor cycles: In a non-oscilla ng se ng, network states (blue) will

converge on determinis c a ractor cycles (bo om of funnel). All network states that converge on an a ractor cycle
represent the basin (funnel). However, by oscilla ng σhub , we create new a ractor cycles (red) that originally had
non-zero height. B. Relaxa on mescale of the network: We show the average relaxa on me, t, vs. scale-free
parameter γ for networks of size N = 1000. The relaxa on me deﬁnes the me it takes to move from a ractors
in the baseline landscape σhub = 1 to a ractor cycles in baseline landscape σhub = 0 and vice versa. We note
that because this is only half the period, an upper bound relaxa on me of t = 4 corresponds to period T = 8.
C. Height of new a ractor states: We quan fy the average height of the network states that par cipate in the new
a ractor cycles when σhub is oscillated at periods T = 4, T = 8, T = 20, and T = 40. We average across
the a ractor landscapes of 10 diﬀerent networks, where we probe the landscape with 1000 random starts. New
a ractor cycles for more chao c networks are made up of greater height network states from further out in the
reference basins.
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time.
Additionally, we wonder how robust the newly generated attractor cycles are. With 21000
total network states, we cannot sample all initial conditions to determine the total number
of attractors. Instead, we use a proxy of “density.” We draw 1000 random initial conditions
for each network and determine the fraction of unique attractors identified. We find that
the period of oscillation has little effect on the density of the attractor landscape, but rather
the scale-free parameter, γ controls the number of attractors present, indicating that we can
generate robust attractor cycles by modulating the input period (Figure 3.3C).
In random scale-free networks without any tuning, new attractor cycle behaviors can be
achieved by simply modulating the length of square wave periods for a single, input hub
node. These new attractor cycles are robust, relatively unique to the length of the period,
and different from the attractor cycles generated by constant inputs to the network by the
hub node. This natural ability to imprint different behavior leads us to suggest periodic
inputs as an ideal way to coordinate the rest of the network’s behavior. Furthermore, the
observed resonance in Figure 3.1C suggests that the input period is conveyed across the network and syncs the rest of the network, which drives the imprinting of new attractor cycles.
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Figure 3.3: A. Overlap between new a ractor states: We plot the average overlap between a ractor cycle states

in basin T1 and T2 vs. scale-free parameter, γ . To do this, we generate 20 diﬀerent networks at each γ value. We
probe these networks at period of oscilla on T = 4 (T = 6), to iden fy up to 20 a ractors. Then, we take the
a ractor cycle states from these a ractors and we simulate them as ini al condi ons for the network with input
period T = 6 (T = 4). For each a ractor cycle at input period T = 6, we ﬁnd the most similar a ractor cycle
in the landscape for T = 4 (T = 6) and calculate the set overlap of network states between each a ractor and
its closest match in the other period. We plot this overlap as a func on of γ . B. The average size of a ractor cycles:
We catalogue in the probed a ractor landscapes the average size of each a ractor found vs. γ . In the near chao c
networks, the size of the a ractors is far larger, becoming unreasonable to simulate for scale-free parameters of
γ < 1.7. C. New a ractor cycles are robust: We quan fy in 1000 ini al condi ons how many unique a ractor
cycles are found vs. γ . Again, we average over 10 diﬀerent networks for each γ . We ﬁnd that the new a ractor
cycles constructed from input oscilla ons in low γ networks are indeed robust to ini al condi ons, as the a ractor
landscape is sparse. For clarity, we add 0.02 to the bars for γ = 1.7 in order to see that these values are non-null.
D. visualizing the a ractor landscape: We take a sample network with N = 1000 and γ = 1.9 that has learned
to produce unique a ractors for diﬀerent input periods (Chapter 4). We probed the network’s a ractor landscape in
the condi on where the input node is set ON and set OFF. Each circle represents a full state of the network and an
arrow indicates a transi on based upon the upda ng rule from one state to another. The a ractor cycles are shown
in blue for this network when the input is blocked in a constant ON or OFF state. We oscillated the input at varied
periods between the ON and OFF states and found new a ractor cycles, shown in red. We highlight one par cular
new a ractor cycle of an input oscilla on of T = 4.
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4
Resonant Learning

After observing the ability of oscillating inputs to “imprint” novel behaviors in Boolean networks, we test the ability of these randomly constructed networks to learn specified behaviors as a function of the input oscillation period. We term
this resonant learning, as it hinges on nodes in the network picking up the input period of
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the hub node to drive new network behaviors.
It’s known that random Boolean networks can learn a desired attractor through an evolutionary process [26, 28]. We test and show that scale-free random Boolean networks are
capable of learning a desired attractor behavior to match a given hub node input period.
Moreover, we show that the networks are capable of time-division multiplexing on the input period of the hub node. That is, we can force the network to learn different target behaviors of lengths L1 , L2 , L3 , . . . Lm sequentially, such that when the input oscillates with
period T1 , the network responds with the corresponding target behavior L1 , and when the
input oscillates with period Tm , the network responds with behavior Lm .

4.1

Learning Procedure

We use an almost identical learning scheme to Oikonomou and Cluzel [26]. We scale back
our networks size to use N = 500 rather than N = 1000 for speed of simulation, for
congruity with [26], and we see little difference when using N = 1000 in the rate of convergence (Appendix Figure 6.3A). We begin with a population of Npop = 50 random
scale-free networks with γ = 1.9. While Oikonomou and Cluzel demonstrate that learning
in scale free networks is not highly dependent upon γ (Appendix Figure 6.3B), we choose
this scale-free parameter because attractors generated by different input periods seem to
have very little overlap, while the size of attractors remains reasonably small (Chapter 3.
Deep in the ordered regime (high γ values), slightly different input periods imprint very
similar attractor cycles. On the other hand, deep in the chaotic regime (low γ values), we
find that it takes the network a long time to relax to an attractor and the chaotic attractor
cycles reached include many network states (Figure 3.3). The critical regime around γ = 1.9
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provides an ideal balance between these extremes.
4.1.1

Evolutionary Algorithm

In each evolutionary run, we generate a set of m target functions of length {L1 , L2 , . . . Lm }
In addition, we have some set of input periods that will correspond to each target function:
{T1 , T2 , . . . Tm }. Each input period is applied on the hub node of each network. A target
function is a sequence of 1’s and 0’s randomly generated with length Lc . We generally keep
our target and input function length below Tinput = 20, as we find degraded performance
with longer periods (Appendix Figure 6.4A,B). We desire a single output node to have this
target behavior. The output is selected randomly and held constant through evolutionary
run. We simulate each evolutionary run for g = 3000 generations.* In each learning generation, we generate M = 3 mutated networks for each of the Npop networks. We score how
well all networks, including the unmutated networks, have learned all the target functions.
We select the top scoring Npop networks from the temporary population of size 4Npop parent and child networks. We continue to repeat this process (Figure 4.1C). Each presented
result is averaged over 10 different evolutionary runs with equal parameters, unless otherwise indicated.
To mutate each network, we use a fixed mutation rate of µ = 0.02, such that with probability µ we mutate each node in the network. With equal probability, a mutation for some
node involves changing the weight or target node of an outgoing edge. By only modifying
the target node or weight, we guarantee that we maintain the power-law distributed outdegree of the network.
*

3000 generations are enough to observe convergence with oscillating inputs on our test case, but more
generations are required to determine if the networks are able to learn beyond 7 functions.
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4.1.2

Scoring Rule

To score a given network in a generation, we randomly choose an initial condition for the
network. Then, oscillating the input node with input period Tc , we allow the network to
update through time until it relaxes to an attractor cycle of length L. We take the time series
of the output node in this attractor cycle and score this time series vs. the target time series
of length Lc (Figure 4.1A). Because we want this scoring function to be invariant to the
offset of the attractor cycle time series, we consider all circular permutations over the target
function. Additionally, it’s often the case that L ̸= Lc , so we repeat both time series to
a length L′ = LCM(L, Lc ), the least common multiple of L and Lc . By doing this, we
avoid penalizing the attractor cycle for a length mismatch with the target function. Thus,
we define our score for a single target function of length Lc , F , as an averaged hamming
distance between the target function and target node’s time series:

[
F = maxperm(Lc )

1
1−
LCM(L, Lc )

∑

LCM(L,Lc )+tattr

|σoutput (t) − σtarg (t)|

]

t=tattr

At each generation, we want a single score for all m targets, {L1 , L2 , . . . , Lm }. In every
generation, we reset the state of the network to a new random initial condition and calculate a score m times, once for each input-output period pair. Then, we take the mean
squared fitness over all m fitness values, {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm }. This gives a single summary
score of all m targets in every generation. To do selection, we select the networks with the
highest mean squared fitness in order to promote the networks to learn all target functions
equally well rather than learning only single target functions and ignoring the others (Fig30

ure 4.1B). For clarity, we take an arithmetic mean over these scores when we present our
results. We experimented with other, sequential learning strategies that involved trying to
learn only a single function in each generation, but we find that approach to be ineffective
(Appendix Figure 6.4C).

4.2

Results

We observe that these networks are in fact capable of time division multiplexing, learning
a single target function corresponding to each input period. We first observe that the networks learn a target function best when the input period is equal to the length of the target
function (Appendix Figure 6.3C,D). Due to the input node’s hub property, the input node
appears to synchronize the network to the correct target cycle length by generating resonant
oscillations across many nodes in the network.
These networks are capable of learning as many as 7 different input-period, target-cycle
pairings within our 3000 generation simulations before degradation of learning.† We test
the number of input-target pairings that can be learned by testing independent evolutionary runs that attempt to add the next highest input period, target-cycle length pairing. That is, we simulate an evolutionary run with T1 = L1 = 2, another run that
has {T1 , T2 } = {L1 , L2 } = {2, 4}, and so forth up until seven input-target pairings,
{T1 , T2 , T3 , . . . , T7 } = {L1 , L2 , L3 , . . . , L7 } = {2, 4, 6, . . . , 14} (Figure 4.2A). We
break down the learning for the last evolutionary run with 7 target functions in Figure
4.2C, such that we see all 7 learning curves across the generations. The network is able to
†

As noted above, longer simulations are required to find the absolute limit of targets that the network can
learn. Because an evolutionary learning approach involves punctuated jumps in fitness over time, it’s more
difficult to assess convergence.
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Figure 4.1: A. Fitness func on for learning mul ple targets: We arbitrarily select an output node downstream in

the network. For a given ini al condi on, we score how close the state of this node in the a ractor cycle is to a
randomly generated target func on B. Time division mul plexing: We learn mul ple random target func ons to
match various input periods. Separately, we run simula ons from random ini al condi ons where we oscillate the
input node at all desired input periods, T1 , T2 , .., Tm , genera ng a ﬁtness score for each corresponding target
func on with lengths L1 , L2 , .., Lm . We take the mean squared ﬁtness func on across these trials as a summary of
how well the network learned mul ple behaviors. C. Evolu onary algorithm: We demonstrate our learning process in
cartoon form. Beginning with a popula on Npop networks, we generate three mutants for each network, adjus ng
output targets and scaling weights with a given probability µ. Then, we calculate the ﬁtness func on of each of our
networks in the popula on, and select only the best Npop networks.
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learn the shorter target lengths more quickly than the longer ones, but due to the mean
squared error scoring mechanism, the network does not unlearn any of its shorter targets to
learn the longest target. Learning takes more generations to converge when the network is
tasked with more targets to learn (Figure 4.2A) and longer target functions (Appendix Figure 6.4B). Sequentially learning a wider range of target cycle lengths seems to be a limiting
factor as well. Still, we do not place a compelling bound on the number of targets that the
network can learn through resonant learning.
Knowing that the network is able to learn multiple behaviors through this “time-division”
multiplexing, we ask if this has any advantages over forcing the network to learn different
periods as a function of initial conditions. Rather than learn to match input period T1
to a target function of length L1 , we force the network to match an initial condition, IC1
that will stay constant throughout learning generations, to a random target function. In
the prior simulation, each generation had random initial conditions, whereas we constrain
the initial condition space in this setup. Here, we force the hub node to stay in the constant, 1 (ON ) state as in Chapter 3, giving the network the ability to tune the hub node’s
outgoing weights in learning. Again, we try to learn up to seven different input initial conditions {IC1 , IC2 , IC3 , . . . , IC7 } to match target lengths up to {L1 , L2 , L3 , . . . , L7 } =
{2, 4, 6, . . . , 14} (Figure 4.2B,D). While our intuition is that the network learning would
converge more quickly considering one of the 2500 different initial conditions for each target behavior, the network is surprisingly unable to learn any of the target functions with
near the same efficiency. We repeat this procedure allowing the most central hub of the network to update freely (Appendix Figure 6.5D), and while the network learns slightly better
with this added degree of freedom, performance is still comparatively inadequate in rela-
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tion to resonant learning. For the three input learning case, the resonant learning strategy
converges at least one order of magnitude before learning with fixed initial conditions. We
attribute the poor learning with fixed initial conditions to the network’s inability to learn
longer target cycle lengths without an oscillating, periodic input syncing the network (Appendix Figure 6.5C).
Recognizing the ability of these networks to learn to stack many different target behaviors as a function of the input oscillation period, we test whether this is specific to the
well-ordered square waves we use as input. We test a simple learning case in which the networks must learn three different target functions of lengths {L1 , L2 , L3 } = {8, 10, 12}.
As shown above, networks are able to learn these different target function lengths when
matching them to equivalent square wave input periods {T1 , T2 , T3 } = {8, 10, 12}. We
show that when the inputs are repeated patterns of length {T1 , T2 , T3 } = {8, 10, 12}, not
square waves, the network is still able to learn, indicating that the periodicity of the input
is most important for resonant learning to synchronize the network. An opposing explanation may suggest that the important detail for learning is the inclusion of a constant-overgenerations input in each evolutionary run, unique to each target function. Contrary to
this, when we generate white-noise input signals held constant over an evolutionary run,
learning performance is degraded. We claim that the well defined input period is critical
(Figure 4.3).
Because the pattern is not central for the network to learn the target efficiently, we ask
if the network is capable of learning multiple target functions of the same length as a function of different patterned inputs in one evolutionary run. We find that the networks are
able to learn multiple target functions to match inputs all of length 10 (Appendix Figure
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Figure 4.2: A. Scale free cri cal networks can learn mul ple target func ons: We run 10 diﬀerent simula ons

with N = 500, γ = 1.9, to show that the network is able to learn as many as 7 diﬀerent target funcons to match 7 input periods before a loss in performance. The target periods and input func ons are of lengths
{2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14}, and we add each new period in increasing order for the diﬀerent evolu onary runs. B. Time
division mul plexing is worse without input oscilla ons: The network learns worse with ﬁxed state inputs. Rather
than allow the network to learn based upon input oscilla ons, we provide 1 ﬁxed start state and 1 target cycle, similar to the previous learning setup. We stack these to include up to 7 ﬁxed start states for 7 target cycles of the same
length as panel A. C. Learning individual func ons in panel A:. The network learns these func ons together. We
break out the learning rate of all diﬀerent target func ons of various lengths in the 7 target trial. D. Learning individual func ons in panel B: We repeat this procedure for the learning in panel B. We see that this is not nearly as stable,
and the diﬀerent func ons are not learned together nor do they show any signs of convergence.
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Figure 4.3: A. Diﬀerent input sequences: We deﬁne three diﬀerent input types: Square wave inputs which we have

used previously, a white noise pa ern with a set sequence and no characteris c frequency, and a repeated pa ern
input with a characteris c frequency and random noise within each pulse. B. Period ma ers more than pa ern: We
compare mul plexed learning of three diﬀerent target func ons for networks N = 500, γ = 1.9 on the three
types of input sequences. Repeated pa ern inputs and square wave inputs have much higher performance than
white noise inputs, showing that the period ma ers more than the content of the sequence.
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6.5AB). However, in the case when the network must learn many target functions of the
same length, all functions are learned together. This is in contrast to when the targets vary
in length and the network is able to completely learn the shorter length target functions before learning the longer period target functions (Figure 4.2B). We conclude that resonant
learning offers an improvement over static input learning in Boolean threshold networks.
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5
Conclusion

In this work, we show how oscillating, periodic inputs to randomly constructed networks
can imprint novel and robust attractor behaviors that otherwise would not be achievable
(Chapter 3). Moreover, we demonstrate that learning behaviors to match oscillating inputs using “resonant learning,” provides an evolutionary advantage over previous learning
strategies that learn target behaviors as a function of fixed environmental conditions (Chap-
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ter 4). This evolutionary advantage is robust to the input time series. Instead, the advantage solely depends on the periodic repetition of the input, not the time series. While we
demonstrate that this strategy allows networks to learn multiple target functions, we do
not place a compelling or analytic bound on the number of different input-target functions
that can be learned by these networks, suggesting one avenue for future research.
As a point of discussion, we recognize that our use of Boolean networks is limiting. Real
systems are continuous, and this choice of Boolean networks as a toy model is an oversimplification of real dynamics. However, due to the large number of nodes in our network, we are hopeful that the observed benefits of resonant learning is a more general phenomenon, observable in a broader class of non-linear dynamical systems.
Placing this in context of other work, we believe resonant learning provides an alternative evolutionary mechanism to deal with varied environments. Specifically, Kashtan
and Alon suggested that rapidly changing environments and switching target functions
causes the spontaneous evolution of modular networks [25]. They did this by varying the
target function between learning rounds. However, in initial analysis, our networks do
not appear to be modular at the end of evolutionary runs, but have still evolved multiple
functions. Thus, the networks have a mechanism to switch between desired behaviors by
modulating only the period of the hub node input. This does not require modular blocks.
It’s possible that in real biological systems a hybrid of these mechanisms are used, such
that modular network components evolve spontaneously to produce desired oscillations
upstream of the hub node, but the rest of the downstream network is able to coordinate
around oscillations without modularity. This is another avenue of future in silico work
that would involve more directly comparing the modularity of networks evolved with our
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resonant learning strategy and the rapidly switching strategy in Kashtan and Alon’s work.
In addition, we see parallels between our work and an upcoming trend in machine learning, reservoir computing, which is promising in its potential to handle complex time-series
data [33, 34, 35, 36]. Reservoir computing involves the construction of a large, chaotic, and
highly recurrent set of artificial, spiking neurons, similar to our system. Notably, these artificial neurons are continuous, not discrete. Through high levels of recurrence, the “chaotic
networks,” often referred to as “echo state networks” or “liquid state machines,” can serve
as a change of basis, a “liquid” kernel for an input signal. In a similar vein, this work demonstrates how easily tuned discrete systems can pick up desired behaviors as a function of periodic inputs. Connections between this work and reservoir computing are another avenue
that requires further investigation.
Finally, as experimental single cell measurements over time improve, biological regulatory networks will be characterized with increasing precision. Hansen and O’Shea have
already demonstrated that they can design small cell circuits with behavior that varies as
a function of the period of a single transcription factor in yeast [37]. We hope that experimental data will affirm our hypothesis that biological systems have naturally evolved to
coordinate network level expression by modulating master regulator expression as a form of
network input oscillations.
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6
Appendix

6.1 Implementation Details
All random networks are implemented in Python using the Numpy library. We choose
this over the NetworkX library in order to use quick network updates through time. In
the latter half of this work requiring us to evolve networks over many generations, we use
the Cython library and an implementation in the C programming language in order to in41

crease program speed. Additionally, we parallelize different network evolution trials on the
Odyssey computing cluster to get even quicker run time and program execution.
6.1.1

Scale-Free Network Topologies

In order to generate networks with a scale-free out-degree, we directly sample an out-degree
following the power-law distribution p(k) ∝ k −γ for each node in the network, where γ
is the scale-free parameter. Because we sample a discrete number of possible out-degrees on
the interval [0, N ) where N dictates the size of the network, we can easily compute p(k) ∝
k −γ . We normalize these probabilities for all possible numbers of outgoing connections
that each node can have: p(k) =

−γ

k
∑i=n
i=0

i−γ

. To sample a value ki from all possible values

of ki ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N } with the probability distribution calculated above, we use the
convenient and built-in Python function numpy.random.choice. We then sample an outdegree for each node in the network. For a given node with ki outgoing connections, we
randomly choose ki other nodes as targets, making the in-degree distribution homogeneous
[38]. We note that lower magnitudes of γ create dense, more chaotic networks.
6.1.2

Attractor Definition

Because the updating rule for our networks is deterministic, the network will eventually
enter a fixed cycle of states, which we define as an attractor. We define the start and end of
the attractor cycle to be the first two states respectively, σ (t1 ), σ (t2 ) for which σ (t1 ) =
σ (t2 ). The attractor cycle is composed of all network states between times t1 and t2 . We
σ (0), σ (1), . . . , σ (t1 −
refer to the set of network states prior to time t1 as transient: {σ
1)}. In Chapter 3, we include the input node as part of the network state and consequently
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attractor definition for convenience. Because we know the input node will change state
again in T /2 time steps, we only check for states σ (t1 ) = σ (t2 ) at multiples of T , the input
period. Therefore, if the input node oscillates with an input period T = 4, the attractor
cycle length must, by definition be a multiple of 4. To allow for more general results in the
latter half of this work, when forcing these networks to learn different attractor states, we
remove this restriction from the network and generally consider the attractor to be defined
by all non-input nodes. That is, the attractor cycle length no longer needs to be a multiple
of the input oscillation, T . In this way, the network could conceivably learn to completely
exclude the input node σhub and converge on a fixed-point attractor.
6.1.3 Power Spectra
In order to calculate the power spectra for a given node’s time series in the Boolean networks, we sample only the parts of their time series in which the node is in a known attractor. We extract the states of a given node, {σi (tstart ), σi (tstart + 1), . . . , σi (tend )}. We use
the built-in signal.Periodogram function in the Python library Scipy in order to estimate the
power spectra of these signals for comparison. The power spectra is a decomposition of the
time series into its frequency domain.

6.2 Hamming Distance
Curiously, the hamming distance doesn’t converge to 0.5 (perfect uncorrelation) in the
most chaotic Boolean threshold networks as we expect and as happens in Kauffman networks. We attribute this to the lack of symmetry in the 0 and 1 states of each node. For
some node σi with inputs σi,j1 , σi,j2 , . . . , σi,jn , because the weights are distributed uni43

Figure 6.1: A. Signal node me domain response: We show the state vs. me for the select downstream nodes

represented in Figure 3.1B. In this case, we can clearly see how the network translates the blue signal me series
(T = 8) in order to generate a more complex output me series. On the other hand, when the red input me series
(T = 10) is imposed by the input, the downstream node has a rela vely simple me-series that mimics the input.
We color the output me series blue and red respec vely when the downstream node shares the same state as the
input node C. Input-output rela onship for all nodes in network: We repeat the heatmap simula on visualiza on
from Figure 3.1C, this me showing the heatmap for input period T = 8. We see that many nodes in the network
pick up longer mescales than the input node, with lower frequency bands shown.

formly, σi may be biased toward either being always ON (1) or always OFF (0). To demonstrate this point, we take a sample network in the chaotic regime with N = 1000, γ = 1.5.
We let the network update from 50 different initial conditions for 1000 time steps and we
calculate the probability that at any time step, each node is ON, referring to this as the average activity of a given node (Figure 6.2A). We find that the average activity is heavily biased
and that it is explained by the sum of all incoming weights for nodes σi (Figure 6.2B). If all
the incoming weights for σi are negative, σi will always be OFF. We recalculate the asymptotic hamming distance, this time only including all nodes that are “unbiased”, with average
activities between 0.4 and 0.6. We show that this adjusted hamming distance converges to
0.5 in the chaotic regime (Figure 6.2C).
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Figure 6.2: A. Boolean threshold network states are biased: We calculate the average ac vity over 50 diﬀerent ini al
condi ons and 1000 me steps, the frac on of me spent in the ON state for all nodes in a sample network (N =
1000, γ = 1.5). Network nodes appear biased. B. The sum of incoming weights is a good predictor for average
ac vity: We ﬁt a sigmoidal curve to the data and show that the sum of all incoming weights for each node σi is a
good predictor for its average ac vity. C. Alterna ve hamming distance: We recompute the asympto c hamming
distance. This me, we only average h(t) over all nodes in each sampled network that exhibit average ac vity on the
interval [0.4, 0.6]. In this simula on, we use t = 200 and 50 trials to compute average ac vity for all the nodes
in each network. To calculate average asympto c hamming distance at each value of γ , we take 50 networks, 10
ini al condi ons, a perturba on of 0.05 nodes, and averaged over 1000 me steps. We see a more well-deﬁned and
expected phase-transi on and expected lack of correla on, h(t) = 0.5, in the chao c regime.
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Figure 6.3: A. Learning scales with N : We run a simula on with the network learning to pair three diﬀerent input periods of lengths T = {6, 8, 10} to matching length targets. While networks of size N = 100 perform signiﬁcantly
worse, the improvement from N = 500 to N = 1000 is minimal, jus fying our reduced choice of N . B. Diﬀerent
scale-free parameters yield similar results: We repeat the same experiment with networks of size N = 500, this
me varying the scale-free parameters, γ . We see that the improvement is minimal in the range 1.7 ≤ γ ≤ 2.2. C.
Comparison of diﬀerent target lengths: We test diﬀerent input period and target cycle lengths. We ﬁnd that learning
is most eﬀec ve when Tinput = Ltarget . The second most eﬀec ve learning occurs when the the target length is
a mul ple of the input period. Despite our scoring mechanism correc ng for varied input and target lengths, learning
is s ll less eﬀec ve when there is a mismatch between input and target length. We note that this mismatch is more
favorable when the input period is longer than the target length as opposed to the opposite. D. Tes ng diﬀerent
nodes with resonance: We ask if certain nodes in the network may be biased by the network structure to learn a
diﬀerent mescale output. We simulate the network with an input period of Tinput = 10 and a single target cycle. Before star ng the evolu onary run, we simulate the network and generate a power spectra for each node. We
choose as a target node the node in the network that has the highest power at frequency f = T 1 . Cherry picking
res
the output node in this way and matching it to a target period equal to Tres does not oﬀer any signiﬁcant improvements to randomly selec ng a target node in the network. We note that in this simula on, we start with Npop copies
of the same network in order to ensure that the target node for all networks has the same property of resonance,
which makes the learning rate slower than seen in panel C.
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Figure 6.4: A. Recompu ng the relaxa on me for N

= 500: We recompute the relaxa on me as in Figure 3.2B
for these networks with N = 500 instead of N = 1000. Here, we see that networks with γ ≈ 1.9 have an
upper limit of eﬀec ve input periods at roughly T = 20. Thus, we do not try to learn with input periods beyond
this limit B. Limita ons on learning We demonstrate that our networks with N = 500, γ = 1.9 struggle to
learn a ractor cycle behaviors for long me scale input periods. Speciﬁcally we try to learn with input periods, T ,
and target cycle length, L: T = L = {6, 30, 40} in separate evolu onary runs. As can be seen, the network is
only able to completely learn the short mescale of T = L = 6, demonstra ng a limita on of these networks
with longer mescale targets and input periods. C. Sequen al ﬁtness func on: We a empt to score our networks
based on a diﬀerent evolu onary rule. Rather than take our ﬁtness func on to be an average of the ﬁtness calculated
separately for a series of input periods and targets, {T1 , . . . , Tm } and {L1 , . . . , Lm },we a empt to switch back
and forth sequen ally between target func ons. To learn targets of length {L1 , . . . , Lm }, we only calculate ﬁtness
for one input period, target cycle pairing in each genera on before a round of selec on. We do this in blocks of size
50. Fitness over me for one evolu onary run for a network learning three periods and targets of equivalent length,
{L1 , . . . , Lm } is shown above. The do ed gray lines indicate a switching of the func on being learned, and each
ﬁtness line changes color to red during the interval in which it is being learned by the network. As can be seen, the
network learns in each window only the input target it focuses on (red), quickly forge ng to maintain the target
func ons corresponding to the other input periods. This forge ng renders this learning strategy unviable.
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Figure 6.5: A,B. Learning targets of the same size with pa erned inputs: Le : Using the pa erned inputs described
in Figure 4.3, we try to learn several target func ons of the same length (Lc = 10) in a me-division mul plexing
strategy using diﬀerently pa erned inputs all of the same size. Right: We break down the 7 target func on learning
trial into its individual func ons. We see that no single func on is learned par cularly well with constant sized target
cycle length. C. Learning targets of the same size with sta c ini al condi ons: As in Figure 4.2B, we use sta c ini al
condi ons to learn target func ons. However, in this case, we try to learn target func ons that all have target cycle
length 10. We see that networks are unable to learn this target length well without an oscilla ng input node, even
with a sta c ini al condi on and only one target func on to learn. D. Learning sta c ini al condi ons with a dynamic
hub node: We repeat the evolu onary runs from 4.2B with the same target func on lengths (progressively added
target func ons of lengths {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14}), in this case allowing the hub node to update freely based upon
the natural dynamics of the network. We s ll observe the network is unable to learn these target func ons well.
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